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Seen through the eyes of a young and ambitious reporter, Impeccable Sources exposes
the inner workings of a newspaper chasing a big story – the preference for conspiracy
over the simple explanation.

Cassandra Brown is determined to make it as a top-notch newspaper reporter but after
two years in London has failed to get even one story onto the Post’s front page.

When a millionaire friend of the Prime Minister goes missing in mysterious
circumstances, she seizes the chance to make the story hers, whatever the cost. Day by
day she writes revealing stories about the missing tycoon – his affairs, his finances, his
health – and the secrets that even his wife did not know.

Driven by competition from other papers, Brown’s demanding News Editor insists she
comes up with a new angle every day. The more she digs into his life, the more
convinced she becomes of foul play.

But she also discovers that even her most impeccable sources have their own agendas
and their own axes to grind, and that it’s not only her own ambition that knows no limits.

About the A u t h o r : David Brewerton has spent his life in the media. From his first job as a reporter on a
City newswire he has worked his way up to senior editorial positions on four national newspapers. He has
first hand experience of investigative journalism, having been responsible for numerous newspaper
investigations, including the notorious Guinness A ff a i r. He has also mastered the black art of public
relations. He was born and lives in London.
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